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SUMMARY Location Based Services (LBS) are expected to become one of the major drivers of ubiquitous services due to recent inception of GPS-enabled mobile devices, the development of Web2.0 paradigm, and emergence of 3G broadband networks. Having this vision in mind, Community Context-attribute-oriented Collaborative Information Environment (CCCIE) based Autonomous Decentralized Community System (ADCS) is proposed to enable provision of services to specific users in specific place at specific time considering various context-attributes. This paper presents autonomous community construction technology that share service discovered by one member among others in flexible way to improve timeliness and reduce network cost. In order to meet crucial goal of real-time and context-aware community construction (provision of service/service information to users with common interests), and defining flexible service area in highly dynamic operating environment of ADCS, proposed progressive ripple based service discovery technique introduces novel idea of snail’s pace and steady advancing search followed by swift boundary confining mechanism; while service area construction shares the discovered service among members in defined area to further improve timeliness and reduce network cost. Analysis and empirical results verify the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
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1. Introduction

Immense growth in mobile telephony, development of real-time transfer of data over 2.5G and 3G networks and introduction of WAP and GPRS technologies, parallel to tremendous growth of consumer interest and embrace of e-commerce, has resulted in proliferation of services for mobile users. Constructed from the service providers (SP)’ point of view and by virtue of using static service declarative models, current information systems bring forth services to anyone, anywhere, anytime—SPs impart information regardless of the dynamic context attributes like end-users’ demands and varying surrounding situations. However, recently Location Based Services (LBS) has enabled provision of services based on the geographical location of the ubiquitous mobile devices [6], [7], [25], but still they don’t consider vital context attributes like time aspect and user’s interests. Therefore, to offer services on the basis of correlated spatio-temporal (location specific, time oriented) situations and users with common interests can’t be satisfied through global information services of the Internet or location-based services. Hence, Community Context-attribute-oriented Collaborative Information Environment (CCCIE) is proposed to enable provision of services to specific users in specific place at specific time, through collaborative processing of various surrounding dynamic contexts [4], [14], [21]. CCCIE incorporates various context-attributes, like time-awareness and user’s demands, to revamped one-dimensional LBS into n-dimensional situation-aware Community Pervasive Services (CPS).

Given the architecture, Service Discovery Protocols (SDPs) in areas of both wireless and wired networks can be classified into centralized directories based, purely decentralized P2P based, and hybrid of above two-involving concept of service coordinators [5], [8], [16], [17]. Intuitively, the approach of centralized registries or service coordinators for CPS can’t satisfy high assurance [2] due to performance bottlenecks, potential risk of single point of failure or inconsistency problems (if backup exists), and potential vulnerability of DoS attacks. Moreover, centralized approaches can’t scale well, as it is highly unreasonable to update all services and associated distributed contexts frequently in dynamic operational environment. Therefore, to satisfy high assurance Autonomous Decentralized Community System (ADCS) is defined as a place of a coherent group of autonomous members (peers) having individual objectives, common but varying interests and demands at specified time and somewhere/anywhere; and it involve coordination and cooperation among members to acquire the peculiarities of CCCIE.

Community construction technology primarily requires (a) timely and context-aware service discovery technique to identify appropriate service provider subjected to real-time constraint in highly dynamic operational environment of ADCS, (b) defining flexible service area in which discovered service is shared among other members to reduce network cost and to further improve timeliness. Existing distributed service discovery strategies in area of peer to peer and wireless networks employ TTL based n-ring model [10]–[12] which consists of n successive iterations. Since all iterations re-visit the area that has already been covered by previous endeavors, it results in deterioration of timely service search/provision. Also, before initiating next iteration certain delay, proportional to current ring size, is introduced to ensure that response of service (if discovered) reach at source node. Moreover, various heuristics in n-ring search [11], [12] have focused on finding optimum
search radius; but they assume uniform distribution of nodes in the network, and require knowledge like total number of nodes and maximum hop number. Therefore, it becomes difficult to estimate suitable size of searching-ring (or appropriate TTL) in presence of non-uniform distribution of nodes, and highly dynamic operational environment (like ADCS). Likewise, all existing SDPs [27] don’t discuss how to specify search radius to facilitate context-aware service discovery in presence of multiple SPs.

Moreover, existing distributed SDPs in area of mobile computing [5], [8], [16], [17] follow inflexible push-pull model where service advertisements pushed by SP are disseminated in entire network. However, service area construction: pushing service advertisement in network, and service area reconstruction: updating the changes caused by dynamic attributes or inherent mobility, in whole network would result in excessive bandwidth and memory consumption. Furthermore, service discovery conventionally considered as an application layer function provides only address of SP and subsequent discovery of route to the service by the underlying routing protocol requires another exchange of messages which results in significant communication and memory overhead along with huge latency.

To enable efficient (timely) service discovery in ADCS, novel idea of steady expanding search coupled with snail’s pace advancement and swift boundary confining mechanism is proposed. Moreover, the proposed pull-push approach defines the flexible service area construction and reconstruction leading to better memory and bandwidth utilization. Also, our cross-layer and context-aware approach not only improves the efficiency in terms of bandwidth/memory utilization and the overall latency, but also ensures context-aware service discovery by exploiting collaborative processing of dynamic contexts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Next section illuminates underlying basics of CCCIE and CPS; and exhibits the system architecture of ADCS. Section 3 elaborates progressive ripple-based community construction. Section 4 includes evaluation and simulation results showing effectiveness of the proposed technology. Section 5 reviews related work, while last section draws conclusion and outline future work.

2. Community Context-Oriented Collaborative Information System: Overview and Basics

2.1 Context-Attribute Based Community Pervasive Services

The rapid headway in domains of mobile and ubiquitous computing has realized the significance of context-aware systems. Existing context-aware systems gather logical and physical contexts in service-consumer logic at end devices, embed them with requests, and dispatch to suitable service provider [9]. Obtained directly from users or deduced from their previous interactions with system, logical contexts include information like user interests/privileges, service expiry time, identity information etc. On the other hand physical contexts are gathered directly from devices, and include information like location, time and device characteristics etc. The logical and physical contexts (static or dynamic) are processed only at SP by selecting appropriate local business logic to satisfy the users’ requirements [9]. However, apart from physical and logical contexts, we identify a class of composite contexts that are either inferred from former ones or include infrastructure and network dynamic attributes, application and communication related QoS aspects. More importantly, unlike some static contexts, all composite contexts are dynamically determined at time of lookups and require collaborative processing among nodes -rather than processing merely at requester or service provider.

Besides primitive dynamic physical context of location and logical context of users’ interests, CPSs encompass various composite contexts, depending on particular class (Fig. 1) of CPS, like time-distance†, application and communication related QoS aspects, application execution contexts at end-devices, dynamically varying infrastructural properties etc. [21]. As shown in Fig. 1, CPS could be classified according to three criteria: coverage area, information delivery and application support [21]. Generally, wireless ad-hoc based or cellular based CPS include time-distance oriented m-commerce services offered in towns/city [15], on-the-fly delivery of dynamic application-oriented CPS, data sharing services providing environmental information gathered from static or mobile sensors attached to devices [21]. Examples of time-distance oriented m-commerce CPS are time-sales application [3] or restaurant discovery at lunch time by businessmen in certain area with common interests considering composite attribute (time-distance) and logical or physical attribute like user’s preferences (price, cuisine, parking space, seats availability), location, service expiry time. Likewise, the examples of application oriented CPS include large file sharing (code distribution, streaming) in ubiquitous ad-hoc environment [29], [30].

†Time-distance discerns average estimated time required reaching from current location of user to service provider considering aspects of traffic, weather and topographic conditions of city/town in cellular or WLAN based CPS in city or small town [3], [21].
2.2 Dynamic Grouping Based ADCS

ADCS employs dynamic grouping to support flexible deployment of concurrent services at network level. In presence of large number of services, dynamism due to user’s mobility and their change in the interests/demands and variation in context-attributes calls for service deployment, deletion and re-deployment continuously. Consequently, group members make dynamic adjustment (join/leave per group) accordingly. The group of nodes which possess information of same CPS forms one “community” (Fig. 2). If the user triggers the request for any service whose information is not available at its respective base station, the base station node performs discovery mechanism to become member of that service (community). Groups may overlap with each other as one node may join multiple communities.

Unlike proactive service dissemination periodically [4], service contents are reactively disseminated when community members make dynamic adjustment. Moreover, in case of application-oriented CPS, service contents are selectively disseminated to only associated nodes to reduce memory and processing burden on Base Station (BS)/backbone nodes. This is important when there is large number of community services running in the network, with every BS node hosting fraction of them.

2.3 ADCS Architecture

Based on the concept of ADS[1], Autonomous Decentralized Community System (ADCS) architecture is proposed where all nodes coordinate and cooperate to procure timely service delivery to mobile users having common interests. Since in highly dynamic environment the state of the nodes, the stability of connections, the status of SPs are highly unpredictable and maintaining repository of the SP addresses cannot guarantee high-assurance of the system, therefore, to meet the adaptability requirement in constantly and rapidly changing operating environment of ADCS, application-aware adaptive content-code communication[1],[2] is employed (Fig. 2).

ADCS leverages mechanism to publish, discover and access static and mobile services taking into account various surrounding contexts. The roaming users carrying their handsets in their respective cells, share services. Besides mobile services, ADCS also supports various static time-distance oriented m-commerce CPS. Each base station node, referred as node, keeps information about neighboring nodes with respective link cost of dynamic context (e.g. time-distance) in Neighbor Node Table (NNT). Each node also possesses monitoring and management module (MMM) to monitor the user’s presence and manage their published services, and Service Registration Module (SRM) to store all published services in corresponding cell. Moreover, ADCS employs underlying middleware to recognize raw contexts, update them, infer composite contexts from raw contexts by inference engine and store all of them in context repository. Therefore, each node judges autonomously to join/leave the community network based on its user’s preferences and other surrounding contexts. Furthermore, in order to enable application oriented CPS considering resource-constrained mobile devices, each BS node is assumed to support embedding μ-jini proxy [26], which serve clients as virtual Thin Client (VTC) server for service delivery. The overall ADCS system architecture is loosely-connected, loosely-control and self-adapting.

3. Autonomous Pull-Push Community Construction Technique

Autonomous pull-push community construction aims at dissemination of service contents to facilitate users with same requirements, considering message cost and timeliness, in dynamic operating environment of ADCS. Service dissemination in ADCS could be classified into push based and pull-push based. In push based approach, SP periodically multicast the service to current community members (nodes having same users’ demands) through leaders of sub-communities [4]. The intuition behind this technique is that members are densely distributed, service contents are highly dynamic and group is relatively stable. In case service contents are static and groups (communities) are highly dynamic or the members are sparsely distributed, we define pull-push mechanism where new member search the existing group members/SP to retrieve the service contents in order to overcome communication overhead of push based services. Inspired by the cooperation among social communities, the service discovered by one node in ADCS is shared among other nodes to improve timeliness and reduce network cost. The set of nodes which store/cache service contents construct the community service area. Next paragraph outlines main problems involved in community construction process.

All existing directory-less SDPs (both overlay based and overlay-less) employ flooding scope parameter to confine the broadcast/multicast traffic in process of locating or advertising any service. Since in n-ring model successive iteration re-visits the area covered by previous one, and certain wait enough to reach the response to requester before starting new ring is introduced, the efficiency in terms of timeliness or message cost deteriorates significantly. Also each ring introduces certain wait proportional to ring size,
to ensure reply message can reach from responder (if exists) to requester, adds further latency. In this regard analysis in [10] shows that the expansion ring scheme used to define flooding scope parameter can’t decrease expected latency; rather it increases both cost and latency dramatically. It also shows that even having knowledge of total number of nodes and maximum hop number, cost saving of even the optimal scheme is negligible and the simple searching scheme which is to search the entire area only once actually is the best with respect to both cost and latency. Likewise, SDPs in area of mobile computing [5], [8], [16], [17] either broadcast request message in whole network to find the service or send advertisement packets in entire network, resulting in not only inefficient bandwidth and memory usage but also end up with broadcast storm problem. These factors foster need for addressing this crucial problem with fundamentally new approach.

3.1 Autonomous Progressive Ripple Based Community Service Discovery (PRCSD)

Although significance of Service Discovery Protocols (SDPs) is prevalent among all wireless and wired network domains, the recent advents of web 2.0 and cloud computing has further accelerated the need for efficient (timely but involving reduced message cost) service discovery protocols. Therefore, proposed PRCSD technique aims at timely discovery with reduced network cost.

3.1.1 Overview

PRCSD involves autonomous expansion of the searching region using snail’s pace progressive advancement of ripple (search ring). More specifically, when requesting node triggers discovery process, its neighbors process this request, wait for certain time to slow down propagation of request message, and then forward the request to their neighbors like original requester (if they can’t satisfy the request). The set of nodes that forward request message constitute Progressive Ripple Zone (PRZ). In order to thwart expansion of PRZ to the entire network, reply messages triggered by SP propagates quickly (faster than request message) to suppress further propagation of request ripple. Thus, snail’s pace advancement of request message coupled with steady expanding ring shifts the task of expanding a searching region from the requester to the forwarding nodes. In other words, all nodes coordinate and cooperate for required optimization parameter of timeliness/message cost in service discovery. Depending on the node resources, service contents are cached either by all nodes (exhaustive caching) or selectively cached [24] in PRZ, to satisfy potential incoming users. Note that reply/suppress message is forwarded by only those nodes who already received corresponding request message. To enable context-aware discovery, waiting time at each node is decided pertaining to position of node from the requester in case of logical and physical contexts, while in presence of composite attributes their numerical values are utilized. The whole process is shown in Fig. 3.

In case of wireless ad-hoc based application-oriented CPS where nodes are memory constrained, information contents are sent to only requester, while short service advertisement message suppresses progressive request ripple. Amid service advertisement propagation, the actual service information is forwarded to the requester instantly. Note that in contrast to conventional SDPs where service advertisements or requests are propagated in entire network by push or pull mechanism [8], [16], pull-push approach of PRCSD defines flexible area of network advertisement/service dissemination, depending on speed of request message, thus reducing significant network overhead.

Moreover, contrary to two-phased conventional layered approach where SDP being application layer protocol finds the address of service provider and passes it to routing layer to acquire service information by suitable path, PRCSD employs one-phase cross-layer approach to further reduce the network overhead and latency. More specifically, contrary to existing cross-layer approaches [16] which are tightly coupled with specific routing protocol and involve dependency of name/resource resolution protocol, proposed approach favors an entirely reactive approach supporting application level specification of destination. In nutshell, compared to SDPs based on n-ring model, progressive ripple based context-aware technique procures timely service discovery along significant reduction of network overhead.

3.1.2 Detailed Operations

ADCS employ content code communication [2] to meet adaptability requirement and to enable language-independent service discovery. Figures 4 and 5 depict format of service discovery request message and reply/suppress message respectively. Here, Content Code (CC) identifies service name while Characterized Code (CH) specifies service attributes e.g. product price, its manufacturing/expiration date, SP location etc. to leverage semantic enabled searching. Amid propagation of request message HopCount increments, which is used to determine appropriate waiting time at each node to enable service discovery in case of physical and logical contexts. The parameter RequestMessageId in reply message describes which service query this reply
message corresponds to.

During service discovery process, each node may take any of the following five states: Normal, Request-Processing, Request-Forward-Waiting, Reply-Waiting and Message-Absorbing. State transitions among different states are shown in Fig.6. Given below are the detailed autonomous operations performed by each node, along with the descriptions of states a node may acquire.

a) Autonomous Request Monitoring: In Normal state each node keeps on monitoring the arrival of request message. Upon receiving request message, the node autonomously registers its content code along ReqMsgId, and sets all neighboring nodes, except the source node, as destination in NNT.

b) Autonomous Request Processing: In Request-processing state, node processes the received request message and autonomously judges, whether the node can reply to this request or not, based on the content code information available in service registration module. In case of inability to satisfy request, it enters into request-forward-waiting state; otherwise, it creates the service-reply message, sends it to all neighboring nodes listed in NNT, and enters into Message-Absorbing state.

c) Autonomous Request Forwarding: In order to enable key concept of sedate advancement of request message, each node in Request-forward-waiting state autonomously introduces delay $T_w$; the length of the request forward waiting timer. In case of composite contexts-attributes, each node decides $T_w$ proportional to respective context attribute value taken from its context repository. The usage of composite contexts like communication load ‘enforce’ the least loaded path to propagate service contents towards requester, while time-distance return the cumulative time-distance of path which require least time to reach the location of SP [21]. Likewise, in case of physical and logical contexts, each node autonomously introduces delay pertaining to its position from the requester to enable semantic service search. Upon expiry of this timer, the node forwards the request message to neighboring nodes listed in NNT. If request message with same content code and ReqMsgId is received through another neighbor, it is autonomously discarded.

d) Autonomous Replying: During reply-waiting state the node autonomously waits for receiving the reply message, corresponding to the request message it has forwarded. More specifically, a set of nodes in this state (or forwarders) constitute Progressive Ripple Zone (PRZ).

Upon reception of reply message the node autonomously forwards this message to all neighboring nodes except the sender of reply message, and enters into Message-Absorbing state. As there is no delay in Reply-waiting state, it helps reply message to pursue the request message to swiftly confine the propagation of request ripple. Each node caches ReqMsgId for certain time in order to discern whether reply message should be accepted and forwarded in PRZ. If the ReqMsgId specified in reply message doesn’t correspond to stored information of request message (content code and ReqMsgId), this reply message is discarded and not forwarded further toward any neighbor. This helps selective propagation of suppress message only in PRZ.

e) Autonomous Message Suppression: Before expiry of timer $T_w$, if node receives reply/suppression message, it autonomously stops forwarding both request and reply messages by entering Message-Absorbing State. Likewise, node goes from Request-processing or Request-forward-waiting to Message-Absorbing State in order to avoid re-entering the cycle of the service discovery. During this state node discards both kinds of received messages. Moreover, upon expiry of timer $T_{Absorb}$ it autonomously deletes entry of the forwarded request message from NNT, and goes to Normal state.

3.2 Autonomous Service Area Construction Technique

Management of service information, an important facet of any SDP, includes aspects like where to store service information, service advertisement diameter, time duration for which service information will be retained etc. [8]. In community SDP service area construction means network area in which discovered service information or the actual contents will be stored/cached to expedite timeliness and reduce broadcast traffic. Surveys [8,16,17] reveal that almost all decentralized SDPs in area of mobile computing like one described by Cheng and Marsic, Varshavsky, Reid et al. and Konark advertise services in whole network; while few like GSD, Field Theoretic approach advertise services only up to certain advertisement diameter. However, these protocols don’t involve autonomous decision at each node,
but merely take it as global network parameter. In our approach the discovered service information or actual contents are shared, either among all nodes present in PRZ (exhaustive caching) in case of content oriented CPS or selective caching [24] in case of application-oriented CPS, implicitly by reply/suppression message. To locate the service, nodes first inspect their own registry and in case it is not available they broadcast request to find service information from nearest community member. The size of service area construction depends on average ($T_{w}$) and relative position of users from nearest responder (users’ temporal and spatial distribution). Note that, from user point of view, discovery time by employing PRCSD; and response time due to service area construction will significantly improve as compared to accessing SP individually by each requester’s node using n-ring method. For example, the time-bounded sale offered by chain-store or nearest restaurant lunch service in busy business street is discovered by one node and if it is shared among other nodes, having same requirements, in certain zone it will result in significant improvement of response time and reduction of network cost. Note that if all users broadcast their request individually, it will result in broadcast storm (may result in discovery failure), along with high delay to all users during service acquisition.

In case of CPS that involves cumulative value of composite contexts attributes (e.g. time-distance from SP, or network load on path to SP) require updation of context upon detection of significant change at any point. However, updating cached contexts in presence of minor change generates huge traffic rendering system highly unstable, while updating sporadically compromises the accuracy of system. Therefore, each node autonomously decides the threshold $CA_{th}$, according to its cumulative value of context-attribute from SP, by triggering updation-thread to update information from respective node to down whole tree (For details refer [14]). Each node determines $CA_{th}$ as $\delta / \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \gamma_{i}$, where $\delta$ is constant like cache holding time and $\sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \gamma_{i}$ is cumulative value of context-attribute from SP to respective node. Moreover, since community construction involves cross-layer implementation, route-updation also leads to context-updation. Updating changes of these contexts are termed as reconstruction of community [14].

4. Evaluation

Assuming network to be a circular area with uniform random distribution of nodes, all located within $M$ hops of the requester placed in centre, the expected number of nodes $N_{j}$ that are exactly $j$-hops away are $q(j^2 - (j-1)^2) = q(2j - 1) = N_{j}$ where $q$ is number of nodes in first hop from requester. The total number of nodes $N_{T}$ located within the circular region of $M$ hops from the requester become $\sum_{j=1}^{M} (2h - 1)q = qM^{2} = N_{T}$. Considering $T_{p}$ as processing time and $r$ as transmission time at each node, the time a flooded packet takes to reach a node $k$ hops away is $k(T_{p} + r)$. In n-ring scheme, if the SP is $j$ hops from the source node and hop limit $h_{lm} < j < h_{lm+1}$, for $lm \in \{0..n-1\}$, then to find the SP ($S$), the source node has to fail for the first $lm$ times, taking $2h_{lm}(T_{p} + \tau)$ time for the $m$th attempt $m \in \{1..lm\}$ and succeed at the $(lm+1)$st attempt, that takes $2j(T_{p} + \tau)$ time. Thus total latency to search SP present j-hop away in n-ring scheme is $L_{j} = \sum_{l=m+1}^{k} (2h_{lm} + 2j)(T_{p} + \tau)$. The probability that a SP is $j$ hops away from requester is $\rho = N_{j}/N_{T}$ - 1 for $j \in \{1..M\}$ and the average response time $R_{T}$ to search a random SP in n-ring scheme becomes:

$$R_{T} = \sum_{j=1}^{M} 2N_{j} + \sum_{l=m+1}^{n-1} (2h_{lm}N_{j})(T_{p} + \tau)/N_{T} - 1$$

(1)

Compared to $n$-tier scheme, progressive ripple based discovery technique has average response time $R_{T}$:

$$R_{T} = \sum_{j=1}^{M} (2T_{p} + T_{w} + 2\tau)j * N_{j}/N_{T} - 1$$

(2)

Where, $T_{w}$ is forward-waiting-time at each node. Assuming $T_{p}$ and $r$ are constant at each node $T_{w}$ becomes key parameter to determine best response time with least message cost: smaller the $T_{w}$ better the response time and vice-versa; but smaller $T_{w}$ results in higher message cost. As it is hard to predict number of incoming users of any CPS, intuitively it is important maintain flexibility: make small size of community (PRZ). In order to balance this tradeoff or making initially small size community without deteriorating response time for initial users, next section delineates autonomous and dynamic adjustment of $T_{w}$. Comparison of (1) and (2) depicts clearly that proposed technique has significant improvement over n-ring method. In phase of community construction suppose total number of nodes ($\Omega$) in community area cache the discovered contents (thus total SPs $\beta$ become $S + \Omega$) and the $X$ be random variable representing nearest community member $\beta_{i}$ located $j + 1$ hops away, $R_{T}$ further reduces to

$$R_{T} = \sum_{j=1}^{M} (2T_{p} + T_{w} + 2\tau)j * \left[1 - \frac{j^{2}}{M^{2}}\right]^{\gamma_{0}}$$

(3)

4.1 Simulation Results

To evaluate the performance of our approach, 6d-regular mesh graph is used where total number of nodes in system could be expressed as $f(n) = 3n^{2} - 3n + 1$. Here, $n$ is number of levels in regular hexagonal mesh graph. Simulations were conducted to verify the behavior and response time of proposed technique where response time is equal twice the discovery time. Table 1 outlines the key simulation parameters along respective values. OMNeT++3.3 [28] framework was used for simulations.

4.1.1 Simulation I

This simulation aims at evaluation of PRCSD using $T_{w}$ based on both composite and physical/logical contexts, and compares with native n-ring method with respect to response time. Furthermore, it shows how to tune $T_{w}$ considering tradeoff between timeliness and flexibility.
Here, ‘D’ is the total number of hops between fixed central requester and replier whose position was varied from 1st to 15th hop. Values of $T_w$ in case of dynamic contexts were assigned at each node according to normal distribution with $\mu = 3$ and $\delta = 2$. For logical and physical based context-aware discovery, $T_w$ were assigned values of 2, 4 and 8 milliseconds.

Figure 7 shows response time of the proposed technique is proportional to the distance ‘D’ (number of hops) between a requester and a replier. However, the response time for n-ring scheme worsens drastically as the ‘D’ increases. Note that cross-layer implementation approach was done in case of both n-ring and proposed schemes. The results of delay according to dynamic contexts were averaged over 15 simulations runs. Quantitative analysis shows that compared to n-ring, PRSD shows on average improvement of 49% with $T_w = 2$, 42.5% with $T_w = 4$, and 29% with $T_w = 8$. Considering the tradeoff between response time and message cost (considering only current request) decreasing $T_w$ from 8 to 2 results in average improvement of 28% in response time at cost of 49% increase in message cost.

Figure 8 reveals that there exists tradeoff between user’s requirements of timeliness and system requirements of flexibility; therefore, a mechanism is needed to maintain the flexibility of system without compromising response time. Note that number of messages here reflects the extent of flexibility/adaptability. The large number of messages means bigger PRZ or less flexibility in the system and vice versa. One may observe that small $T_w$ not only results in timely service discovery for initial users but also for future potential users as contents will be shared in large PRZ; however, in presence of small number of users of many CPS, it will result in excessive bandwidth consumption of the system. Contrary to this, when $T_w$ is set to large value the total message cost is small and thus contributes to better flexibility but response time deteriorates. It is worth mentioning that if only service discovery is considered (no service area construction) then this trade-off is between timeliness and number of messages incurred during single discovery. Quantitative analysis shows that increasing $T_w$ from 1 to 40 shows an improvement of 62% in message cost at cost of 72% decrease in response time. Thus, it is imperative to think about assigning appropriate $T_w$ to discover service timely but with least message cost/ flexibility. Given that distance between requester and responder increases, quick request message results in higher cost, but it is more logical to discover SP quickly if it lies nearby. Therefore, each node should autonomously and dynamically decides $T_w$ with respect to total hops covered by request message. In order to illustrate the impact of $T_w$ for effective discovery, simulation was setup with following condition to achieve optimal value in given setup.

$$T_w = \begin{cases} 
\text{Number of hops (the number of hops < 8)} \\
7 \text{ (number > = 8 hops)} 
\end{cases}$$

(4)

As depicted in the Fig. 9 that when each node adjust $T_w$ dynamically according to criteria of Eq. (4), response time is almost same as static $T_w = 4$. Likewise, as shown in Fig. 10 that autonomous dynamic forward-waiting adjustment time brings total number of messages almost close to the case when static $T_w = 8$. This shows the effectiveness in terms of improving both timeliness and flexibility, if $T_w$ is set according to position of node between requester and replier.

4.1.2 Simulation II

These simulations were carried out to show how pro-
posed technique performs in case of selective caching of application-oriented CPS in resource constraint environment. Here requester was placed in the centre, while CM community members were uniformly distributed in the network. Note that $T_w$ was set considering logical and physical context attributes.

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the network traffic and response time averaged over 100 simulation results. Figure 11 shows that as CM increases, response time improves; hence, in presence of multiple virtual service providers/ community members, response time is dependent on total number of CM and forward-waiting time. Likewise, Fig. 12 depicts that total network traffic is function of number of community members CM and $T_w$. Here, message cost reduces by increasing $T_w$ at each node, for example, with community members $CM = 8$, increasing $T_w$ from 2 to 32 results in 80% decrease in network traffic at cost of 121% increase in time delay. Our results also indicate that increasing community members above than 15 and setting $T_w$ above than 16 results in 2 fold reduction in network traffic compared to n-ring model. This shows that proposed discovery mechanism could be tuned to discover service in grouping network scenarios of bandwidth constrained ubiquitous environments where low traffic generation is required.

It is important to note from combined results of Figs. 11 and 12 that in presence of sufficient CM/users, both timeliness and message cost will improve as requests are not only satisfied by original requester but other members too.

4.1.3 Simulation III

This simulation exhibits the effectiveness of exhaustive caching (sharing of service by all nodes in PRZ) of discovered service, which is the case of content based time-distance oriented CPS.

It could be observed from Fig. 7 that as compared to naïve n-ring method effectiveness of PRCS increases sharply as the distance between SP and user increases. However, in order to show the average improvement from user point of view in practical scenarios, 500 users were uniformly added (spatially) in the network (721 nodes) at rate of 25 users per minute. The SP was placed in the middle and $T_w$ was set dynamically according to Eq. (4). The results were averaged over 20 simulation runs. Figure 13 depicts that after addition of initial 25 users response time improves significantly due to sharing of contents in all PRZs. Note that as same request is triggered simultaneously by number of nodes, Message Absorbing state lets only one request to be forwarded thus reducing significant network traffic.

Analysis reveals that mean of average of all simulation runs (of response time) in case of PRCS is 125 ms, while once community has been constructed it reaches to 11 ms; and average of n-ring (not shown in graph) was 355 ms (with 5 rings each with 3 hop limit). Thus as compared to n-ring with given setup, PRCS shows average improvement of 64% while community construction brings improvement of 91% over PRCS. Thus from user point of view community construction ensures significant improvement in both discovery time and response time.
5. Related Works

Location Based Systems (LBS) provide services based on the geographical location of the ubiquitous mobile devices [6], [7], [25] but they don’t consider provision of customized services based on users’ interests. The group-keyed service-oriented dissemination in ADCS is different from application level multicasting [23] where all dynamically changing contents are periodically multicast to satisfy demands of all group members. Whereas, ADCS involve dynamic grouping of nodes due to varying surrounding situations but service contents are static most of the time. Moreover, dynamic grouping in ADCS is different from overlay based systems [23] as in ADCS nodes only have addresses of physical neighboring nodes.

Service discovery has remained well-studied problem in both wired and wireless networks. Existing service discovery protocols are mainly categorized based on two criteria: architecture and layer-implementation [16]. Regarding architecture, they are further divided into centralized directory based and decentralized/directory-less. Centralized directory based, protocols like JINI, Salutation, UPnP, UDDI and SLP mainly target service discovery in wired stable infrastructure networks [16], while Lanes, Service Rings, SSD, DSDP perform service discovery in mobile computing environments [5], [8], [16], [17]. Since centralized protocols are less robust against failures, various attempts with decentralized approach were taken. Among these, protocols like Allia [8], [16] take overlay implementation to control the flooding but they incur huge overhead due to bootstrapping phase and overlay maintenance. Therefore, most of decentralized based protocols like DEAPspa -SD, DSD [16] take overlay-less implemente, Konark, PDP, Allia, GSD, AODV-SD, M-ZRP, ODMRPntation to discover service by either pushing unsolicited advertisement or multicasting/broadcasting request of all services in entire network which result in inefficient utilization of memory and bandwidth. Likewise, existing distributed context-aware service discovery techniques enable physical and logical contexts based service discovery without specifying the search limit [27].

On the basis of layered implementation SDP have either implementation at application layer or network layer (cross-layer). All above mentioned distributed protocols are application layer while network layer protocols include AODV-SD, LSD, M-ZRP and ODMRP. The existing cross layer based implementations are routing protocols specific and employ expansion n-ring scheme to find target node through pull mode or share the services proactively in small area. Unlike them, our approach employs pull-push mechanism along application-aware adaptive content-code routing implementation.

Since service or resource discovery is general problem in various networks, different analytical attempts [11], [12] have focused on finding optimum search radius in n-ring scheme; but these all require global knowledge of maximum hop number and assume uniform distribution of nodes for optimization which make n-ring scheme less practical. Notable reactive routing protocols in area of ad hoc network like DSR and AODV [18] also employ expansion n-ring scheme to find target node. Moreover, target discovery in Peer to Peer systems [19] and distributed computing systems [20] for load distribution and efficient discovery of web services [22] only TTL based n-ring model is used.

Unlike all above directory-less approaches, community service discovery protocol has three novelties: a) snail pace advancement of request ripple followed by quick follow up of reply message to suppress request ripple for controlling broadcast and achieving timeliness; b) context-aware cross-layer approach for enhancing timeliness; c) efficient in terms of bandwidth and memory utilization as it involves push-pull mechanism to define the service area rather than push or pull or explicit push-pull mechanism of all other SDPs [8], [16], [17].

6. Conclusion and Future Directions

This paper has introduced concept of Community Context-aware-oriented Collaborative Information Environment (CCICE) to enable service provision in accordance with users’ situations (location and time) and their varying preferences. Moreover, Autonomous Decentralized Community System (ADCS) architecture was discussed for provision of CPS to mobile users.

The pull-push autonomous community cross-layer and context-aware approach not only improves the efficiency in terms of the overall latency and bandwidth/memory utilization, but also ensures selection of best routing path or facilitate users with quickest accessible service by exploiting collaborative processing of dynamic contexts. Unlike conventional n-ring TTL model based SDPs, the proposed technique satisfies the assurance property by fulfilling requirements of online-properties, flexibility and timeliness. The average latency of proposed method is much lower than n-ring model which is further reduced by taking cross-layer approach. Moreover, contrary to n-ring TTL based SDP, where requester or replier optimize the size of ring in centralized controlled manner, proposed technique involve all nodes to coordinate to achieve flexible service area construction by tuning the key parameter $T_w$-considering trade-off between timeliness and message cost. In case of both context-aware and context-less delay, the smaller average $T_w$ achieves timeliness not only for the requester but also for potential future users; however, larger average delay $T_w$ results in bandwidth and memory efficiency. Likewise in case of context-less $T_w$ it was shown that autonomous decision by each node pertinent to requester achieves timeliness with less message cost as compared to having constant delay at each node. Owing to its language independence and underlying generalized reactive routing protocol, proposed technique could be tailored for IP-based target discovery in any network, can be easily extended for semantic level search in areas of P2P architectural based web services, and also
for resource discovery in peer to peer networks where IP address are not available e.g. WSN.

As the current implementation is based on infrastructure based cellular and wireless LANs, we plan to extend implementation of proposed service discovery technique for ad hoc wireless network with different MAC protocols. Moreover, in presence of multiple service instances, context-aware service selection is an issue that can’t be handled by n-ring model; therefore, we plan to extend our work in this direction too.
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